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About This Game

In Eurofighter Typhoon, you are flying the famous Eurofighter on top of Iceland to fight against Russian troops which invade
the country and prevent the outbreak of World War III. Quickly outnumbered, the ICEFOR has been abandoned by NATO but

has been able to deploy a small number of the new Typhoon aircraft. You will take over the destiny of 6 pilots, each with his
own skills and abilities, in real time. Take your part in a fascinating scenario with a lot of missions and objectives to achieve!

Every steering aspect has been simplified to make this game handable for every one. Eurofighter Typhoon is a simulator game
advised to hardcore players who already have played other simulator games and to beginners!

Features

A visual and sonorous atmosphere which are part of the game, with sound themes adjusted to every situations and
impeccable sets and planes modeling.

A fascinating scenario, with breaking news on radio to keep you aware of the fight evolution!

A great lifetime: training mission, two campaign modes, a multiplayer mode.

A game for every fan of simulation and for beginners!
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This game is worth $1 (maybe)
Pretty good concept and mechanics, but it's just ugly (animations are especially awful) and dull.. Amazing ♥♥♥♥ing game, the
only thing is i hate is players who kill teamates. Otherwise its amzing.. Nefer best girl 100/10

Anyways, the game as a visual novel is really good. The characters, the story, and so on. I see the game more as a personality test
since you decide things based on what you would do (if you play it seriously) and that is what makes the game fun.

The tank building part could be improved. Other than that nothing else really.
I really hope that a sequel or a continuation is in the works. Play the game yourself and you'll understand why ;). Cute and
simple game. 80% FPS, 20% puzzle, this game keeps on giving as more rooms are added.

Spoiler : If at first you find the game too hard, you can unlock the shield after dying 5 times. But as you improve it's more fun to
dodge the bullets then to block them.. One of the best massive multiplayer online party games you will ever find! =D They are
also very supportive of the streaming and gaming community and have a great interactive discord and in-game chatroom. Game
is really exciting. It is like Dead by Daylight but with 20+ players in 1 room.. Great challenging and enjoyable tower defense
game. Highly recommended if you enjoy strategy / tower defense games.. A hilarious bonkers game, that has 'cult classic'
written all over it! The kind of imagination and dedication needed to create something so brilliantly bizzare is the reason the
indie gaming scene exists. Well worth the extremly reasonable \u00a32. Can't wait for Ye Fenny 2!. Rather entertaining, shows
potential
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cool game!! 4 player too much fun!!. at the moment its a mess. All of the other reviews sum it up good. The latest update fixed
the difficulty curve in the beggining but after that the game feels way to easy. Plus after a while it feels very repetitive. 1. Go to
club that you have been conistently going to because most of your fans are there. 2. Choose same personel or personel that links
with music 3. Plop more smoke to replace the used up ones. 4. Press play and quickly activate your personels abilities. and
repeat. Of course the difficulty can be fixed with a simple patch until they get it right but the content at the moment is
insuffiicient for 10 USD. (I got it for 6.50 day one sale). I was also expecting alot more references to Party Hard like perhaps
the murderer will come and mess up your party? Mabey someone at your party is a drug dealer and the swat comes? Mabey the
police get a noise complaint from your party and it means you have to remove speakers. Simple things like that would make this
game amazing and I know they will add it later in the future as the game is barely in early access but it feels a little to early for
early access. Also twitch support would be great for marketing.

EDIT: wtf just happened to this game

EDIT: 5 months and no hint of a single update coming, get a refund

EDIT 3 (10/05/18): Still no update basically an abandoned game. gg no re(fund). Playing Driftmoon is a bit like reading an old,
quality children's story, back when they weren't just written for children. The graphics are simple, the controls are
straightforward, the story is definitely aimed at the younger set and the skills aren't terribly complex. That said, combat is quick
and fun, with just enough variation and challenge to be enjoyable without being overbearing, and there are enough skill choices
and options to feel like you're both making progress, and making the lead character your own.

If anything, my biggest complaint is that there isn't quite enough game to fully explore the possibilities of crafting, gear and
harder enemies that might have come into play with a larger game or a longer story. Not that the story provided is too short --
it's exactly the right size. And even if it was too short, there's a modding tool, so there may be community offerings soon too.

Graphics 2/5, Gameplay 3/5, Story 3/5, Overall 4/5. The whole is definitely greater than the sum of its parts. Worth playing..
THIS IS AMAZING AND I LOVE IT ;D. Shadow Tactics: Blades of the Shogun - Artbook & Strategy Guide
Great asset to have,
Very incredible, and inspirational art. I hate to leave bad reviews, but this game just isn't quite up to par. I like the idea, and the
gamplay is decent - when it works. I believe that this game could be fantastic with just a few improvements. Mostly, the
controls; it is almost unplayable.

Your hands are not aligned with the controllers, and your grab point is not fixed to your hands so it's a lot of clunky guess work,
all the while, you are fumbling around knocking over glasses and the ice machine keeps thinking that you've touched it. It has a
lot of potential but the dev just couldn't stick the landing on this one.. A nice little mini-campaign that focuses on a specific
theatre of war during the Napoleonic Wars rather than all of Europe. Play as the French, British, or Spanish as you fight for
control of the Iberian Peninsula. It has a few new featrues not found in Napoleon in order to add greater depth, but this is still
very much the same game.

If you liked Napoleon, then checking this out probably won't be a bad idea. :o
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